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We studied the proximity ee t in order to probe the response of the
heavy-fermion metal CeCu6 to indu ed super ondu tivity. High-quality
CeCu6 lms were grown by sputter deposition. Resistivity measurements
show that the orrelated ele tron state is formed. Bilayers were prepared
of CeCu6 (75 nm)/Nb(dNb ), with the Nb thi kness dNb between 10 nm and
50 nm. Measured were the super ondu ting transition temperature T and
the parallel riti al elds H jj2 . We nd that the interfa e transparen y is
high, indi ating that Fermi-velo ity mismat h ee ts are not signi ant,
but the oheren e length of the indu ed super ondu tivity is small, whi h
is probably due to the very low Fermi-velo ity in the heavy fermion metal.
PACS numbers: 71.27.+a, 74.50.+r
1. Introdu tion

In simple normal metals su h as Au or Pd, questions about their ability
to sustain super ondu ting orrelations or unbalan ed spins are of mu h interest. Similar questions an be raised about a metalli ground state with
strong intrinsi orrelations su h as in heavy fermion (HF) systems. Spe ifi ally, if a metal is in onta t with a super ondu tor, it an be asked what
the me hanism is for pair breaking of Cooper pairs diusing out of the super ondu tor. For normal metals (N) the me hanism is dephasing due to
a nite temperature; for ferromagnets (F) it is the ee t of the ex hange
eld; for a HF ground state the answer is not known, and ould involve e.g.
spin u tuations. An intrinsi problem for su h studies is that the material
has to be available in thin lm form. Here we present the rst results of a
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study of the proximity ee t in a system onsisting of thin lms of the HF
material CeCu6 ombined with thin lms of a super ondu tor (S), in this
ase Nb. Among the dierent HF systems, CeCu6 is of parti ular interest
sin e it does not order magneti ally down to mK temperatures [1, 2℄.
2. Sample preparation

Sets of CeCu6 lms and bilayers of CeCu6 /Nb were made by DC-magnetron sputtering. We used an ultra high va uum system with a ba kground
pressure of the order of 5  10 10 mbar, and an Ar sputtering pressure of
2:5  10 3 mbar. Crystalline CeCu6 was grown as reported before [3℄, at
a temperature of 350Æ C using Si-substrates with amorphous Si3 N4 buer
layers to prevent Cu diusion at those temperatures.
The Nb was deposited on top of the CeCu6 after ooling the substrate
holder with old nitrogen gas to lose to room temperature. Composition, thi kness and rystallinity of the lms were determined by Rutherford ba ks attering (RBS) measurements together with X-ray dira tion
measurements at low and high angles. The RBS measurements show good
agreement with the expe ted stoi hiometry for CeCu6 and no diusion is
found either of Ce or Cu into the substrate or of Nb into the CeCu6 . Fig. 1
shows part of the RBS spe trum for CeCu6 (75 nm)/Nb(15 nm) on a Si/Si3 N4
substrate and a t of the data without taking any diusion into a ount.
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Fig. 1. RBS measurement using 4 He-ions of 2 MeV on a sample
Si/Si3 N4 /CeCu6 (75 nm)/Nb(15 nm). The dierent elements are indi ated. The
thin smooth line is a t to the measured urve.

Fig. 2(a) shows the ele tri al resistivity  as a fun tion of temperature T
for two single lms of CeCu6 with dierent thi kness. A lear maximum in
(T ) is observed at Tmax  5 K, similar to what is found for bulk material [4℄
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and in previous investigations on sputtered CeCu6 lms [3℄. We de ided to
use 75 nm thi k CeCu6 layer, whi h with Tmax = 4 K suggest only little
deviation from the bulk properties.
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Fig. 2. (a) Resistivity as a fun tion of temperature for CeCu6 lms of 75 nm and
188 nm. (b) Criti al temperature as a fun tion of Nb thi kness dNb for bilayers
CeCu6 /Nb and single Nb lms. The solid line represents the typi al behavior for
Nb single lms from dierent deposition systems, triangles show values for Nb lms
made in the same system as the CeCu6 /Nb bilayers, the dotted line is a guide to
the eye.
3. CeCu6 /Nb bilayers; results and dis ussion

The super ondu ting transition temperature T was determined from
resistivity measurements on a set of CeCu6 (75 nm)/Nb(dNb ) with variable
Nb thi kness dNb in the range 10 nm to 50 nm. As seen in Fig. 2(b),
T shows a strong suppression, with a riti al thi kness d r for onset of
super ondu tivity rea hed around 12 nm. This would be equivalent to 24 nm
in a trilayer onguration, and of a similar magnitude as found in Fe/Nb/Fe
trilayers [5℄. It has to be kept in mind however that single thin Nb lms
also show a de rease of T at small thi kness (see Fig. 2(b)), whi h makes
the orre t determination of d r more di ult. The result shows, however,
that the interfa e does allow parti le ex hange, opposite to what might be
expe ted from the huge Fermi velo ity mismat h in the system of order 103 .
Also the parallel riti al eld H jj2 behaves dierently than expe ted for
simple N/S systems; as shown in Fig. 3(a) no dimensional rossover (DCO)
is found at any Nb thi kness, in ontrast to the behavior of e.g. Cu/Nb,
as witnessed by a sample Cu(75 nm)/Nb(15 nm) prepared for omparison
(Fig. 3(b)).
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Fig. 3. Upper parallel riti al eld as a fun tion of temperature for: (a) bilayers
CeCu6 (75 nm)/Nb, dNb as indi ated; (b) bilayers of CeCu6 (75 nm)/Nb(15 nm)
and Cu(75 nm)/Nb(15 nm) with TDCO indi ated.

Absen e of the DCO means that no appre iable amount of super ondu tivity leaks into the HF metal; together with the nite transparen y this
means either appre iable pair breaking by the HF metal, or a very small
diusivity due to the low Fermi velo ity vF . Whether a small vF alone is
able to explain the experiments is presently under investigation.
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